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1. CAMPAIGN / THEORY OF CHANGE1. THEORY OF CHANGE
When mainstream companies support climate deniers, even for other purposes, it lends them 
legitimacy. Forecast the Facts breaks those ties. 

PUBLIC FACING COMPANIES

AND POLITICIANS

CLIMATE DENYING FRONT GROUPS

$$$$$$$$$

LEGITIMACY

FLASHBACK: HEARTLAND INSTITUTE
PUSHED 20 + 

COMPANIES TO DROP COSTING THEM
$1 MILLION DOLLARS

ANNUALLY.and partners



2. THE CATALYST
Rapid response organizing allows us to take advantage of opportunities as they emerge, and then go 
deeper when there is member and media energy.

OUR RAPID RESPONSE GOT 
THE MEDIA’S ATTENTION.

             GOOGLE
JAMES INHOFEThe leading climate 

denier in Congress!

HOSTED A FUNDRAISER FOR



3.

OUR THEORY

Getting Google out of ALEC would require a focus on climate and energy issues, as opposed 
to other companies, which left primarily because of “Stand Your Ground” laws. 

TARGET SELECTION
After seeing the energy around Google and Inhofe, we saw an opportunity to go deeper by shifting the 
focus to ALEC.  



ONLINE PRESSURE 4. We built buzz online through online petitions and social media content, and even used Google’s own 
online review system to voice our concerns. 

 

SPOOF GOOGLE VS BING VIDEO



SECOND RALLY - 2/14

MTN. VIEW - 7/13

SHAREHOLDER MTNG - 5/14

OFFLINE PRESSURE 5. We knew online pressure alone would not be enough, so we also took the campaign to 
Google’s doorstep. 

 

DC RALLY - 7/13
Protest at Google/Inhofe fundraiser 

 
Rally at Google’s Mtn. View offices.   
 

 
Asking about ALEC at “Greening the 

Internet” symposium.  

GREENING THE INTERNET - 11/13

Back at Mtn. View with 230,000       
petition signatures in hand

Peak of offline pressure with 80+ protesters. 



MEDIA ATTENTION6. Our campaigning attracted considerable media attention and helped fuel broader coverage on 
Google’s shift from “Don’t Be Evil” to “politics as usual.”  

 



THE INSIDE GAME7.

political expedience morals and brand sensitivity

In parallel to the outside pressure, we identified internal allies and encouraged them to push the 
company to drop ALEC. 

Our economy needs a 
cleaner, more efficient 
way of delivering 
energy...
- Google.org blog

Clean Energy Council

Made support for 
climate deniers 

the #1 question for 
CEOs at weekly “all 

hands” meeting.  

EMPLOYEESCLIMATE 
SCIENCE 

FELLOWS

LARRY PAGE (CEO) AND ERIC SCHMIDT (CHAIRMAN) 

For both economic 
and moral reasons, 

Google needs to 
stand on the right 

side of history.
         - Open Letter in
                NY Times

MICHAEL 
TERRELL

We thought it was 
important to have 
somebody who could 
reach across the 
aisle, or appeal to 
both sides of the 
aisle, and Susan was 
that kind of person
- David Drummond, Google 
chief legal officer

SUSAN MOLINARI
VP of Public Policy



MESSENGERS8. We helped Google users, stockholders, and former employees speak their minds. And we made sure 
Google executives heard directly from someone their ALEC investments were hurting.   

- Eric Schmidt, 
Google Chairman

We’ve 
heard 

this very 
clearly.

We are not hippies, we are not dyed-in-the-
wool environmentalists, we are business 
people, and our business is renewable 
energy … I urge you to pull your funding 
from ALEC today, and stop paying people to 
destroy the markets you are trying to build.

STEVE WILKE
Oklahoma solar entrepreneur
at Google shareholder meeting.

QUOTES FROM
OUR MEMBERS

Michael N. - Bothell, WA - “I worked at Google for nearly a 
decade, and am deeply saddened that Google is now supporting an 
organization whose goals run contrary to those of its employees’ 
families and the principles on which Google was founded.”

Rod S. - Laurel, MT - “Funding organizations like ALEC puts 
Google in the same line as greedy oil companies, corporatists, and 
all the other dishonest, uncaring, and disingenuous organizations.” 

Marianne W. - Yellow Springs, OH  - “Any connection by 
Google to climate-denial lobbying groups and organizations is 
absolutely unacceptable.”

Susan W. - Swarthmore, PA - “What happened to Google’s
 fundamental principle? ‘Don’t be evil.’ Guess it has been changed 
to “Don’t be evil unless money is involved.” 

Deborah S. - Skowhegan, ME - “Google... we love you. Please 
proceed to do the right thing. Thank you so much!”

Dorothy L. - Southampton, NY - “Please represent the best and 
fairest in America and the world. That’s why I bought your stock!”



PARTNERS9.
ONLINE

SHAREHOLDER MEDIA

OFFLINE

$

ONLINE

Over the course of the campaign, we partnered with allies from across the environmental and 
progressive movements.    



VICTORY10. After more than a year of pressure, Google finally announced they were pulling their support from 
ALEC. And they made very clear why. 

They’re just literally lying.

“I’m curious to know if Google is still supporting 
ALEC … [the] lobbyists in DC that are funding climate 
change deniers.”
 - Kristen in Syracuse, NY 



ALEC EXODUS11.

ALEC

Several other tech companies, including Yahoo, Yelp, and and Facebook quickly followed 
Google in dropping ALEC.  

9/22/14: Google   9/23/14: Facebook   9/24/14: Yelp   9/24/14: Yahoo

ALEC is
“literally lying!”

MOMENTUM: THESE COMPANIES FLED ALEC ONE AFTER THE NEXT.

 
The departures forced ALEC to fight against the climate denial label  — but noone bought it. 



http://www.cbc.ca/news/
world/india-cyclone-hudhud-
triggers-half-a-million-to-
evacuate-coast-1.2796052

SIGNIFICANCE12. The victory over ALEC has far reaching implications for the fight against climate 
change denial. 

LINE IN THE SAND
When major companies distance them-
selves from groups like ALEC, it further 
cements climate denial as outside 
the mainstream. 

WEAKENED ALEC 
The tech company departures weaken 

ALEC’s brand and ability to push climate 
denial and attack clean energy.  

  

BUILDING THE BASE 
Concrete victories show activists 

that change is possible, and 
embolden them to engage further. 

 

Say no to 
climate 
denial!

WE DID IT!

ALEC


